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S

peaking as an ex-administrator and a tenured professor
with a long and varied service record, I want to suggest that service is that
part of our collectively negotiated professional workload through which
autonomy is most likely to be protected from further erosion if exercised
accountably. Service (to the university and the profession) is the least
valued of our three areas of responsibility when we consider that typically it “counts” for 20 percent of our workload and annual performance
evaluation (ape), two matters of university self-governance over which the
academic unit still exercises considerable control and discretion at most
universities in Canada. We do ourselves and our profession a lot of damage when we limit our use of collective agreements to punish-and-grieve
or grieve-and-punish manuals when they can be key mentoring documents for the profession. Having “paid one’s dues” is only the beginning,
not the end, of understanding and accounting for our roles in collective
institutional governance.
Service is the perfect place to learn about and to practice autonomy in
the university, because it is through service that we act on what our own
academic units have determined to be our workload and the terms of our
performance evaluation. The bulk of decision-making over our academic
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responsibilities is still within our power, even though the circumstances of
university funding have changed. In both contexts, the weight of service
can far exceed its numerical value. To be sure, given that the remaining
80 percent of our workload can demand more time than it used to (for
example, because of expanded enrolments or imperatives to find external
research funding because public funding is diminished), members have
found or are looking for ways to free up that 20 percent of the week that
is to be given to service. Some among us cultivate incompetence or practice prickliness, some just don’t show up for service; we do or do not take
responsibility for peer-review processes on home ground with varying
degrees of honesty, courage, conscientiousness, good will, and concern
for equity. But we are free to manage these matters within our units, just
as we have autonomy for evaluating performance across all three of our
areas of academic responsibility.
How do our academic units practice autonomy through service?
Unfortunately, but perhaps understandably when considered alongside
the nominal equality but differential value of 40 percent teaching and 40
percent research, service is the part of our workload that is most shunned
and least understood. Service is sometimes assigned within academic units
(despite nomination and election processes) in the most untransparent of
ways. Worse still, service is often evaluated by colleagues during performance evaluations and in p and t decisions in the most untransparent of
ways. Evaluating service tends, for some units and some elected committee
members, to be rather like some modes of assigning participation grades
to students, that is, through no negotiated or explicit criteria beyond the
arbitrary percentage in the course outline or the collective agreement,
thereby permitting the “fudging” of the overall grade, or performance,
up or down. Most tenured faculty have witnessed, perhaps even participated in, such fudging, when resentments and preferences of one sort or
another “work themselves out in the wash” of ape and p and t committee
deliberations, precisely where criteria are not spelled out. But working out
such resentments and preferences, or only airing the still-dirty laundry
under the frequently blown cover of committee “confidentiality,” is a form
of abusing our autonomy—autonomy that we nevertheless insist is best
practised by our peer-review processes.
In most collective agreements, the criteria for such evaluation continue
to be determined by the department (or the academic unit), ratified by
the department, and, with rare requests for changes, approved by deans
and vice-provosts of faculty relations or administration. Departmental
workload documents are similarly ratified and approved and are closely
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linked to ape documents. What do your departmental workload and ape
documents say? What are ape committee members looking for when
peer review of the performance of workload occurs? Have departmental
committees been accountable to the terms, expectations, and requirements ratified by the department? Further, has your department ever seen
the workload and ape documents of other departments? Deans do see
such things and witness how variable accountability is to the terms set by
departments themselves: some committees are courageous, candid, and
accountable; some are not. Deans also sometimes see striking inequities
among documents that protect autonomy and peer review within the
governance of the academic unit. But deans also see how “confidentiality”
becomes an alibi for lack of transparency, for unaccountable practices
and decisions. In universities where peer review decisions yield salary
increments, the costs of poorly managed self-governance exceed localized
inequities and bad feelings between colleagues. Institution-wide, poorly
managed self-governance not only makes a mockery of our insistence on
autonomy but it also adds up financially. When autonomy and accountability are understood holistically and in the context of declining public
funds, talk of post-tenure review may be nothing more than a reminder of
responsibilities we have asked to self-administer. Accountability is more
than code for accounting or cuts. Autonomy and accountability are interrelated practices, integrated with concerns that exceed most academic
units’ understanding of budgets and of the notions of “autonomy” and
“accountability.” Note: Saying this is different from recognizing that universities have been corporatized in many ways.
Claims and abstractions about “the corporate university” are concretized every day wherever service is required and occurs when key words
(such as autonomy, equity, transparency) become operationalized and
decisions have to be made (for example, by a curriculum committee, by
a department chair, by a dean or a provost) with materials within reach.
Some of the evils attributed to the corporatization of the university may
also be in part long-term cumulative effects of our own lack of accountability for autonomy through service. Contractually limited instructors,
as a class apart, get their education in these matters at street level, as it
were, often engaging in unwaged service and underwaged teaching (and
sometimes on top of established and continuing research records), not
only to shore up their value (should there ever again be a buyers’ market)
but to have a say in matters that tenured and probationary faculty mostly
have not had to consider until relatively recently (for example, class sizes,
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how to credit and evaluate the supervision of gtas if they are assigned,
the number of courses assigned, even office space of one’s own).
During the PhD sellers’ market, “protection” from service became a
recruitment and retention device, where protection is explicitly understood as 20 percent additional time to build the research record, design
and deliver courses, sometimes supervise gtas, and demonstrate at least
the willingness to improve teaching and course design if instructor and
course evaluations call for improvement. Sometimes, probationary faculty
are “protected” from service by their department or academic unit as a
way of “protecting” them from political infighting about curriculum or
from power relations in performance evaluation or p and t decisions, or
to save them from “mentoring” by the “wrong” people.
To be sure, not all universities and not all units within the same university (or even with the same faculty) observe this culture of protection
from service for their probationary faculty, even though everyone is living by the same collective agreement (just as post tenure opting out of
service seldom has a bearing on performance evaluation or salary). Such
protection from service is more likely to occur in large research-intensive
universities than in mid-size comprehensive or small liberal arts universities, but occur it does (just as post tenure opting out of service always
has). Service on wider university committees is also accountable work
that usually yields a great deal of institutional knowledge—some of which
we sometimes wish we did not have. But if we really want transparency
and autonomy in a collectively negotiated environment, we need to be
prepared to understand the implications of what we ask for and to take
responsibility for what we learn.
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